There is a need to efficiently identify time, frequency and spatial locations between which connectivity occurs within the brain. Therefore, a novel, population based, search algorithm is proposed based upon the behaviour of foraging animals.
Introduction
Recent years have seen an increasing interest in computational mapping of connectivity patterns in the brain [1] . In particular, it is desirable to identify which brain regions form connections during particular cognitive tasks [2] , or during rest [3] . A specific example of this is the phase locking value (PLV) in the electroencephalogram (EEG), which may be used to identify patterns of inter-regional connectivity during a range of tasks [4, 5] .
Multiple regions may be involved in a number of concurrently occurring connectivity patterns which may be distributed over multiple spatial (cortical) regions, frequency ranges and times, either relative to some event or occurring spontaneously. For example, in the case of finger tapping, phase synchronisation may be observed in the EEG between the contralateral primary motor cortex (M1) and the supplementary motor area (SMA) at a range of different time and frequency points which may be clustered around a range of distributed time-frequency regions [6] .
The traditional method to identify locations -for example in time, frequency and space -at which connectivity occurs is to simply employ brute force searching and iterate over all possible locations, for example as done in [5, 7] . However, in cases where such structured regions of connectivity are thought to exist, but their exact locations are unknown, it is desirable to employ a search method which is efficiently able to identify all regions at which statistically significant connectivity patterns exist. To this end a novel search algorithm is proposed to attempt to identify multiple clustered, distributed regions of connectivity.
The algorithm is based upon the metaphor of the search behaviour of a group of foraging animals; modelled by a Lêvy flight [8] . The group is initially uniformly distributed across the search space and each animal randomly moves around its immediate area looking for "food" (locations of statistically significant connectivity). When the location of some connectivity is found the number of animals at that location increases and the location is removed ("eaten") so that the same location cannot be identified twice.
If no significant connectivity is discovered the animals increase the range of their search, spreading out to cover more territory within the search space. This is done by increasing the speed at which the animal moves as the time since they last found the location of some significant connectivity increases. If connectivity locations are still not found by an animal then that animal is removed from the search population. This acts as a stopping criterion on the search. When all the animals have been removed the search ends.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 de-scribes the proposed search algorithm. Section 3 then describes how the algorithm is tested, compared to a state-ofthe-art method for efficiently identifying significant PLVs, and verified on a simulated dataset containing simple binary solutions, a synthetic EEG dataset containing significant phase synchronisation at multiple, clustered, timefrequency locations, and real EEG recorded during three different motor imagery tasks. Section 4 then describes the results of the algorithm before section 5 discusses the usefulness of the algorithm in the identification of locations of significant connectivity.
Algorithm
The proposed search algorithm is based upon the metaphor of foraging animals searching for food. Given an initial population of S animals each animal has a position in the search space denoted by the D dimensional vector x i , where i indicates animal i and D denotes the dimensionality of the search space. Each animal also moves at velocity v i and has the location of its most recently found piece of food (solution) recorded in p i . Finally, the length of time since the animal previously found food is recorded in h i . The animals' positions are first initialised before the iterative search process begins.
The search process iterates over each population member, checks if the member has found food (the location of a solution) and responds accordingly. If the member has found food, the food is eaten, the members' velocity is reduced and new members are generated at that location. Alternatively, if no food is found the population members velocity increases to allow it to explore a wider range of the search space For each member, do ... Eat the food: mark the current location in the search space as empty of food to avoid the same solution been found twice.
Update the members previously found food location to the current location:
Reset the members' velocity to initial values:
Reset the members' hunger to 0: h i = 0.
Update the members position:
Generate N new members with locations centered on p i ...
For each new member (k = 1, ..., N ), set the members location:
, where k denotes the index of the new member and Y denotes half the width of the bounds around p i in which new members can be generated.
For each new member, set the previously found
Increase the recorded population size: S = S + N . 
, where ω denotes the acceleration coefficient of the population, σ denotes the speed coefficient, and r ∼ U (0, 1).
Increase the hunger of the population member:
If the hunger of the member exceeds a threshold (h i > L) then remove that member: S = S − 1.
Termination criteria
The search process may be terminated by either one of the following two criteria.
1. All population members have been removed: S = 0.
2. The maximum number of iterations of the search process has been exceeded.
Verification
Verification of the efficacy of the search algorithm is performed on three datasets. Firstly, to provide a simple 'toy' demonstration of the method a simple two dimensional grid search space is generated containing 10 clustered locations at which food may be found. Secondly, the method is applied to synthetic, multivariate EEG containing several periods of phase synchronisation introduced at a range of temporal locations and between different channel pairs. In both cases the search algorithm is compared to a brute force search and a random search algorithm. In the case of the synthetic EEG dataset the search algorithm is then compared to the state-of-the-art hierarchical false discovery rate method for identifying locations of significant PLV [9] . Comparisons are made against the percentage of correct solutions found and the time (in terms of the number of calls made to the evaluation function) taken to complete the search process.
Finally, the search algorithm is applied to a real EEG dataset recorded during three different motor imagery (MI) tasks. The identified temporal and spatial locations of significant phase synchronisation are reported.
Hierarchical false discovery rate
The proposed method is compared to hierarchical false discovery rate (hFDR) based identification of locations of significant phase synchronisation in the EEG [9] . hFDR organises the EEG into a hierarchical structure of groups of time, frequency and spatial locations and then proceeds down this hierarchy applying significance testing. If the null hypothesis of no significant phase synchronisation cannot be rejected at a particular level of the hierarchy then all subsequent levels from that node are pruned.
For example, if the EEG is split into 4 frequency groups at the first level then at the level below split into 10 time sub-groups from the time to frequency groups' hypothesis testing would proceed down the tree. If the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for a particular frequency group then all associated time sub-groups in the child nodes are no longer considered for analysis. Further details on the method can be found in [9] .
This method is particularly sensitive to the initial choice of hierarchical structuring of the data. Therefore, to attempt to mitigate this effect 10 different hierarchical groupings are randomly generated with the ordering of frequency or time groups first randomly chosen and the number of time and frequency groups drawn from uniform distributions in the range 2 to 10. The average performance is reported.
Comparisons are made on the synthetic EEG datasets as the ground truth of the locations of significant PLV are known and the methods efficiency may hence be measured.
Datasets

Binary grid
The binary grid test dataset consists of a grid of binary values of dimensions 1,000 by 1,000. All values in the grid are initialised to zero and ten food clusters are introduced at locations drawn from uniform distributions limited to the dimensions of the grid. Thus, for a given cluster location 200 uniformly distributed grid locations are set to 1 within ±50 places of the cluster centre. Note, grid locations may overwrite one another, thus a given cluster will likely contain a little less than 200 locations set to 1 (see figure 1(a) ).
Synthetic EEG
EEG is simulated and periods of phase synchronisation are introduced at multiple temporal locations and between multiple channel pairs in a multistage process. Firstly, EEG is simulated by a Neural Mass Model (NMM) [10] at a sampling rate of 1024 Hz. This is then downsampled to 128 Hz and band-pass filtered into a low-frequency, targetfrequency and high-frequency band, where the targetfrequency band is the band into which the desired phase synchronisation periods are to be introduced. In this work the alpha frequency band (8 -13 Hz) is used as this is a band of particular interest in EEG analysis.
Copies are then taken of each frequency band. The original signals are referred to as signal set A and the copies as signal set B. The phases are shuffled randomly on all bands in signal set B. Finally, the phases within target time periods in the target frequency bands are copied back from signal set B into signal set A, producing periods of phase synchronisation between the two signals within a particular set of target time ranges in the alpha band. This method has been successfully used to generate synthetic signals containing periods of synchronisation in [11] and further details may be found in this reference.
One hundred pairs of signals are generated, each of length 50 s from the NMM. Phase synchronisation is then introduced in blocks of length 1 s in the alpha band between selected signal pairs. Five clusters of phase synchronisation are introduced into the signals in an analogous manner to that applied to the generation of the binary grid dataset. Figure 1(b) illustrates examples of the phase synchronised EEG dataset.
Real EEG
The method is also applied to EEG recorded from 10 healthy subjects (mean age 28.1 ± 10.3 years, median age 24.5, all right handed, 4 female) performing motor imagery (MI) tasks as detailed in [12] . Subjects were cued, in a screening session, to perform one of three motor imagery tasks, left hand movement, right hand movement or foot movement. All movement was kinaesthetically imagined and repeated 80 times per class.
EEG was recorded from 30 monopolar channels positioned over the motor cortex and referenced to the left mastoid. EEG was sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz. Further details of the recording setup and experimental paradigm are detailed in [12] .
For our investigation EEG was first re-referenced to a common average reference montage then downsampled to Hz via a 4th order Butterworth filter. Each trial consisted of a fixation cross and a beep, followed 1 s later by a visual cue which remained on screen for 1.25 s. Data was then segmented into trials from -2 s relative to the appearance of the fixation cross to +8 s. Artifacts were removed via thresholding the amplitude of individual trials at 100 uV and visual inspection of the remaining trials. On average 60 trials per class remained in the dataset. The average EEG time series relating to each of the three classes was then calculated for each subject and on each channel. Finally, the time series was segmented into non-overlapping time windows of length 1 s from 0 to 10 s relative to the beginning of the trial.
The task of the method was then to select which channel pairs and which time segments exhibited significant phase synchronisation. This was done as described for the synthetic EEG dataset and the resulting time segments and channel pairs are reported.
Evaluation functions
In the case of the binary grid dataset the evaluation function is simply to check whether the chosen location contains a 1 or a 0. In the case of the phase synchronised EEG and the real EEG datasets the evaluation function is a test for statistically significant phase synchronisation.
The single trial phase locking value (S-PLV) is employed [13] . For phases ϕ x and ϕ y extracted from two signals x and y the SPLV is defined as,
where f and t denote the time and frequency at which phase locking is looked for. The term δ denotes the width of the time window about which the integrate the phase differences to calculate SPLV.
In this paper δ = 1 s and the signal is first band pass filtered into the alpha frequency band via a 4 th order Butterworth filter before extracting instantaneous phases via the Hilbert transform (as described in [13] ).
The significance of the SPLV is tested via the bootstrapping method (described in [14] ). The phases of each signal are shuffled to generate bootstrap replications under the null hypothesis of unrelated phases. SPLV is calculated from these bootstrapped replications, this is repeated 4,000 times and the distribution of SPLVs is compared against the SPLV calculated from the original signals to estimate its significance. Hence, a particular time-channel pair location may be identified as containing significant phase synchronisation.
Metrics
Assessment of the efficacy of the search method is made by the speed and accuracy of the search process. Accuracy is tested by comparing the locations at which solutions may be found (locations of food in the grid and locations of introduced phase synchronisation in the EEG dataset) with the results of the search algorithm. However, because the classes are unbalanced (there are less locations with food then there are locations without food) Cohens' kappa is used in place of accuracy [15] . Speed is assessed by the numbers of calls to the evaluation function f (x i ) made with each search process.
Results
Results are presented first for the binary grid dataset, then the synthetic EEG dataset, and finally for the real EEG.
Cluster grid
Application of the proposed search algorithm to the cluster grid dataset results in a Cohens' kappa of 0.5851 (p < 0.05) with 38,175 calls to the evaluation function. By contrast the brute force search, by definition, results in a Cohens' kappa of 1.0 but requires 1,000,000 calls to the evaluation function. Thus, given a search area of 1,000 by 1,000 positions, the proposed method improves on the brute force search by approximately 26 times but with less accurate results.
The random search approach produces a Cohens' kappa of 0.0778 when run for 38,175 times. Thus, the proposed search algorithm can be seen to outperform a random search method in terms of Cohens' kappa when the same number of calls to the evaluation function are allowed.
Synthetic EEG
Application of the proposed search method to synthetic EEG with periods of phase synchronisation introduced into clustered regions of time-channel pair locations produces a Cohens' kappa of 0.6545 (p < 0.05) and requires 2,409 calls to the evaluation function. By way of contrast the brute force search requires 5,000 calls to the evaluation function and produces a Cohens' kappa of 0.7891. Hence, the speed-up obtained from using the proposed method is 2.075.
The hFDR method produces an average Cohen's kappa of 0.2364 with an average of 1,671 calls made to the evaluation function.
Finally, the random search approach produces a Cohens' kappa of 0.5427 when run for 2,409 times. Thus, the proposed search algorithm can be seen to outperform random searches when the same number of calls to the evaluation function are made.
Real EEG
The time courses of identified significant PLVs for each class, averaged over all subjects, are illustrated in figure  2 . The average spatial maps of significant phase synchronisation locations at the peak PLV time (7 -8 s for left hand MI, 6 -7 s for right hand and foot MI) are then illustrated in figure 3 . Note, the average number of calls to the evaluation function was 854 (±183) with a maximum number of 4,350 calls required for the brute force search. Therefore, the speed-up obtained from this search method was approximately 5 times.
Note, significant synchronisation levels increase in response to the task in all three conditions. This is accompanied by a spatial pattern of synchronised channels which is centred on the left motor area for left hand MI, broadly distributed for right hand MI, and concentrated on the central motor area for foot MI.
Discussion
The proposed method can be seen to be suitable for fast identification of multiple solutions in a structured search space. In the example datasets tested the proposed method is able to identify a large percentage of the available solutions faster than either a brute force search or a random search method. It is also seen to outperform hFDR by a large margin. Therefore, this suggests that the proposed method could be suitable for identifying time, frequency and spatial regions in which connectivity occurs in the brain (for example as measured between EEG channels). The traditional approach to identify such connectivity patterns is to apply brute force search methods to look at all possible time, frequency and spatial locations [4, 5, 7] . However, the proposed method can be seen to outperform both this traditional approach and the state-of-the-art hFDR in cases where there is some structure to the locations at which connectivity may be found.
When applied to EEG recorded during three MI tasks significant PLV is found to increase during all tasks. Furthermore, the channel pairs between which significant PLV is found by the method confirm and add to results reported elsewhere [16] for left hand and foot MI; although the reason for the broad distribution of PLVs for right hand MI is unclear. The number of evaluation function calls would be 5 times higher if a brute force search were to be used.
A large variance may be seen in the PLVs found in this dataset after the cue presentation. This is not unexpected and reflects the well-known inter-subject and intertrial variability (non-stationary) in the EEG.
The proposed method may also be suitable for a range of other problems in which it is desirable to identify multiple solutions which are non-uniformly distributed within a search space. For example, searching citation indexes for clusters of papers related to a specific topic. Several unrelated clusters may exist, for example generated by researchers in different disciplines tackling the same problem. When compared to the performance of the state-ofthe-art hFDR method the proposed method may be seen to more accurately identify correct time-frequency-spatial locations of significant PLV in the EEG.
Fewer calls to the evaluation function are made by the hFDR method and both methods have broadly similar overheads. The computation time for the proposed method is 367 s while the computation time of hFDR on the same synthetic data is 386 s (Intel i5, 2.67 GHz, 12 GB). Thus, hFDR is seen to perform slightly slower than the proposed method but much less accurately. It is hypothesised that the tree pruning approach taken by hFDR may lead to a large number of false negatives as sub-families of timefrequency locations are erroneously pruned due to single erroneous hypothesis tests.
In terms of memory requirements, the proposed method maintains a map of investigated locations. Thus, the memory requirement scales linearly with the size of the search space. As the map is binary (either the location has been investigated or it hasn't) the memory requirement is negligible for all but very large or high dimmensional search spaces.
The proposed method may be categorised as a population / swarm based algorithm, a class of algorithm of which there are a great variety discussed in the literature [17] . However, the majority of these algorithms are intended for optimisation problems. To the best of the authors knowledge this is the first attempt to apply a population based method to search for solutions in a non-uniform, multivariately distributed search space with application to identification of significant PLVs.
The current iteration of the algorithm operates in Euclidean space. However, adaptation to non-Euclidean search spaces is a relatively straightforward as one simply has to modify the particle position update step to traverse a non-Euclidean space. An additional consideration is boundary handling. Currently, population members are restricted to boundary edges and may spend one or more iterations on the edge of the search space. An alternative proposal could be to implement a bounce, whereby when a population member reaches the edge of the search space they are returned to a point within the space by a distance equivalent to that by which they exceeded the bounds. However, this requires further investigation.
Approaches to reduce the search time for identifying solutions in structured search spaces are widely employed in neuroscience. Methods such as sequential floating forward selection (SFFS) [18] aim to select a good set of features from a search space by iteratively adding to and removing from a feature set with the aim of meeting some optimisation criteria. However, such methods, as with other optimisation approaches, assume a global best solution may be found in the dataset and are therefore not well suited to the problems targeted by our proposed method.
There are some considerations that must be made before employing this method to identify locations of PLV in a given search space. These considerations relate to tuning the search methods' parameters. Different choices of parameters are suited to different search spaces. For example, increasing the hunger threshold and speed of members of the search population produces a search method more suited to a large search space with only a few scattered solutions available. Conversely, reducing the speed and hunger threshold but increasing the number of new members created when a solution is found (N ) produces a search population better suited to a small search space with large clusters of solutions.
This means that for a new unknown search space it is not immediately clear which parameters are best suited to its exploration. It could therefore be desirable to provide a generic set of parameters which are well suited to the majority of search spaces, or alternatively produce a list of different parameter settings which could be suited to different types of search space. Alternatively, if it is necessary to produce a good search population for searching multiple different search spaces, all with similar structures (for example, EEG from multiple subjects in the same experiment), then an optimisation method (for example a genetic algorithm; GA [19] ) could be used to tune the population parameters on a subset of the search spaces.
These considerations are very important for allowing the method to generalise well to a range of datasets. Future investigations will look into these considerations in more detail.
Conclusion
The proposed method is seen to have some key advantages over other methods used to identify locations of significant phase synchronisation in the EEG. Firstly, the method performs faster than the traditional brute force search used in many PLV studies. Secondly, the method is seen to accurately identify locations of significant PLV, with accuracies exceed those achieved by the hFDR method. Finally, the method is scalable and applicable to a wide range of search problems in addition to the proposed use in identifying significant PLV locations.
